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The hysteresis loop shift HE of sub-100-nm ferromagnetic- �FM-� antiferromagnetic �AFM� nanostructures
is found to be strongly influenced by thermal activation effects. These effects, which tend to reduce HE, are
more pronounced in the nanostructures than in continuous films with the same composition, particularly for
thin AFM layers. In addition, the reduced dimensions of the nanostructures also impose spatial constraints to
the AFM domain size, particularly for thick AFM layers. This favors an enhancement of HE. Due to the
interplay between these two competing effects, the loop shift in the dots can be either larger or smaller than in
the continuous films with the same composition, depending on both the AFM thickness and temperature. A
temperature-AFM thickness phase diagram, separating the conditions resulting in larger or smaller HE in the
nanostructures with respect to continuous film is derived.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.72.104419 PACS number�s�: 75.75.�a, 75.60.�d

I. INTRODUCTION

The exchange interactions between ferromagnetic �FM�
and antiferromagnetic �AFM� materials typically result in a
shift of the hysteresis loop, along the magnetic field axis
�HE�, referred to as exchange bias �EB�, which is usually
accompanied with an enhancement of the coercivity �HC�.1
These effects are often ascribed to the formation of AFM
domains which result in AFM uncompensated interfacial
spins. During magnetization reversal, strongly pinned AFM
uncompensated spins give rise to the loop shift, whereas un-
pinned spins are mainly responsible for the coercivity
enhancement.2–5 Upon heating, a decrease of HE is observed
since the anisotropy and exchange energies in the AFM have
to compete with thermal energy, which tends to reduce the
stability of the AFM spin lattice and, consequently, the pin-
ning strength that the AFM exerts on the FM. The tempera-
ture at which the exchange bias completely disappears is
called the blocking temperature �TB� and is below the Néel
temperature of the AFM �particularly for thin AFM�.

During the last decades, a large variety of applications
such as magnetoresistive read heads or magnetic random ac-
cess memories �MRAMs� have triggered the study of EB
properties.6 The constant miniaturization of devices7 has re-
cently motivated studies of EB properties in systems with
reduced lateral dimensions.8–24 Such investigation of con-
fined EB systems down to length scales comparable to the
AFM domains sizes is crucial for a better understanding of
the EB phenomenon, since it allows probing the role of AFM
domains on EB. However, the effects of confinement, such as
the alteration of the AFM domain structure in nanostructures,
have been far less explored. In particular, EB was investi-
gated in nanostructures whose lateral sizes were varied,
while keeping the AFM thickness constant �i.e., two-
dimensional confinement of the AFM�.8,10–12,15,16,18 Occa-
sionally, the effects of the temperature on the EB properties
of nanostructures have also been reported.9,11,12 It is notewor-

thy that some of the results from different groups seem con-
tradictory. Namely, although in some systems HE is found to
increase in the nanostructures with respect to the continuous
film,8–11 the opposite behavior is encountered in other
systems.12–22 We have recently shown that, at room tempera-
ture, for a given dot size, either an enhancement or a reduc-
tion of HE can be obtained in the FM-AFM dots, depending
on the AFM thickness.23 Thermal activation is found to play
a crucial role on this effect. Many experimental25–32 and
theoretical30–35 studies have been performed on continuous
films to better understand thermal activation effects �e.g.,
after effects, blocking temperature distributions, …� on the
EB properties. Surprisingly, although thermal activation
plays a role in EB properties, few systematic studies on these
effects have been carried out in nanostructures.11,12

In this article, we report on thermal activation effects on
the EB of sub-100-nm FM-AFM bilayers sputtered on pre-
patterned Si/SiO2 square dots. We demonstrate that systems
with nanostructured and/or thinner AFM layers are more
prone to thermal activation effects than continuous and/or
thicker AFM layers. From the interplay between thermal ac-
tivation effects �which reduce HE� and the physically im-
posed spatial constraints on the AFM domain size �which can
induce an enhancement of HE�, we show that the magnitude
of the hysteresis loop shift HE in the nanostructures can be
either larger or smaller than in continuous films with the
same composition, depending on both the AFM thickness
and temperature conditions.

II. EXPERIMENT

The nanostructures were fabricated by first patterning
thermally oxidized Si wafers by electron beam lithography
and reactive ion etching to form arrays of Si/SiO2
square dots, with lateral sizes of 90 nm, height of
300 nm, and periodicity of 200 nm, as shown in
Fig. 1. A series of samples consisting of stacks of
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Ta�5 nm� /Py�12 nm� / IrMn�tIrMn� /Pt�2 nm� �where Py de-
notes permalloy, i.e., Ni81Fe19, which is FM and IrMn stands
for Ir20Mn80, which is AFM� were simultaneously dc sput-
tered, on continuous and patterned Si/SiO2 wafers. The Ta
and Pt are, respectively, buffer and capping layers. All depo-
sitions were performed at room temperature under a 2.5 Pa
Ar pressure with deposition rates around 0.08 nm s−1.36 The
IrMn thickness tIrMn was varied from 5 to 19 nm. It should
be noted that the direct deposition of the magnetic material
on the already prepatterned substrates allows avoiding pos-
sible degradation effects due to post-deposition etching, such
as partial structural deterioration of the layers.36,37

The EB was set by post annealing and field cooling the
samples in a 5�10−3 Pa vacuum, from T=550 K �i.e., from
above the blocking temperature TB of all systems23� in a
2.4 kOe in-plane magnetic field, applied parallel to one of
the sides of the square dots, as indicated in Fig. 1. Hysteresis
loops were recorded at room temperature by longitudinal
magneto-optical Kerr effect �MOKE� with a field sweep rate
of about 1 Oe s−1 and at low temperatures by SQUID mag-
netometry with a lower field sweep rate around 0.03 Oe s−1.
The MOKE and SQUID data are both obtained by a single
hysteresis loop �i.e., without averaging loops�. Virtually no
training effect was observed except a slight 15% loss in the
magnitude of HE for the nanostructures with tIrMn=5 nm be-
tween the first and second loops. Care was taken for the 5

-nm IrMn thick nanostructures, where the second loops were
plotted and used. It should be noted that the pronounced
shadowing effects resulting from the combination of the pil-
lars height to lateral spacing ratio �300/110�, together with
the low incidence angle �30°� used for the Kerr measure-
ments, allow masking the signal from the trenches when per-
forming hysteresis loops using MOKE. However, both the
signal from the dots and from the trenches are simulta-
neously detected when using SQUID.

Thermal activation at high temperatures was studied by
applying a commonly used procedure,30 which consists in �i�
field cooling the samples under a positive field, HFC
=2.4 kOe from above TB �Theat1=550 K�, �ii� heating the
samples again but now to a lower temperature �Theat2�TB�
and field cooling them to room temperature, using a negative
field, HFC=−2.4 kOe, �iii� measuring the hysteresis loop af-
ter the two consecutive field cooling procedures at room tem-
perature. It is noteworthy that all the heating and cooling
processes were performed under a 5�10−3 Pa vacuum. This
procedure allows probing high temperature thermal activa-
tion effects.30 Namely, at T=Theat2, if thermal activation ef-
fects are present, the initially induced exchange bias �i.e.,
with the first cooling in positive field� will be reduced due to
partial loss of the AFM pinning strength. Indeed, due to local
inhomogeneities in the FM-AFM interface �roughness, de-
fects, …� or variations in the AFM crystallite sizes, a distri-
bution of local blocking temperatures in FM-AFM systems is
typically encountered.1 Since the samples are cooled again
using a negative field, the AFM spins affected by the thermal
activation at Theat2 will then be realigned but in the opposite
direction, leading to an overall reduction of HE when mea-
sured at room temperature after the two consecutive cooling
procedures. Hence, it is possible to extract information about
the thermal activation effects occurring at T=Theat2 from the
measurement at room temperature of the hysteresis loop after
the two consecutive cooling procedures.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows hysteresis loops performed by MOKE, at
room temperature, along the field cooling direction of �a� the
continuous films and �b� the nanostructures, with composi-
tions Ta�5 nm� /Py�12 nm� / IrMn�5 nm� /Pt�2 nm�, after
field cooling from different temperatures �Theat2=298, 328,
and 343 K�. It can be observed that the value of HE progres-
sively decreases with Theat2 both in the continuous film and in
the nanostructures. This is due to the enhanced thermal acti-

FIG. 1. Scanning electron microscopy �SEM� image of the array
of 90�90 nm2 square dots fabricated by first patterning a Si/SiO2

wafer and subsequently depositing the FM-AFM bilayer structure.

FIG. 2. Hysteresis loops of �a� the continuous
films and �b� the nanostructures, with composi-
tions Ta�5 nm� /Py�12 nm� / IrMn�5 nm� /
Pt�2 nm�, for different temperatures �Theat2

=298 K �-�-�, 328 K �-x-�, and 343 K �-�-��
from which the continuous film and the nano-
structures, previously field cooled in HFC

=2.4 kOe from above TB, have been field cooled
again in HFC=−2.4 kOe. All measurements have
been performed at room temperature by longitu-
dinal Kerr effect along the field cooling direction.
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vation at higher temperatures. Namely, if the AFM layer is
sufficiently thin �e.g., 5 nm� an increasing proportion of the
AFM spin lattice becomes unpinned when the temperature is
raised to Theat2 �AFM spins which become pinned again dur-
ing the second field cooling in the direction opposite to that
initially set during the first field cooling�.30 Contrary to HE,
the coercivity seems to be independent on Theat2 for both the
continuous films and the nanostructures. It is noteworthy that
HC of the dots is larger than in the continuous films
�HC,dots�55 Oe and HC,cont�30 Oe�. This trend is often en-
countered when comparing continuous films and nanostruc-
tures with the same composition �even without the presence
of the AFM� and is mainly ascribed to the reduced number of
nucleation centers and to enhanced pinning of domain walls
at the edges of the nanostructures.37,38 Additional loss in the
domain wall motion is expected in FM-AFM EB unpatterned
and patterned bilayers.1,39 In unpatterned EB systems losses
due to FM domain wall motion can significantly contribute
to the coercivity, particularly at temperatures well below the
blocking temperature. As will be further discussed, possible
changes in the magnetostatic energy of the FM in EB nano-
structures might account for enhanced coercivity with re-
spect to the continuous film.40 Moreover, in EB bilayers
more pronounced dragging of the AFM spins in the nano-
structures can account for an additional coercivity
enhancement.1,12,14 It is noteworthy that although the cooling
procedure allows probing high temperature activation effects
on HE, thermal effects on HC cannot be probed by using this
particular heating procedure, i.e., after field cooling the sys-
tem twice, using fields of opposite sign.30 Indeed, HC is re-
lated to AFM spins which are dragged during the magneti-
zation reversal of the FM layer.5 During the heating to Theat2,
the pinning strength exerted by the AFM spins is altered.
However, once back to room temperature, this pinning re-
covers its initial strength. As a result, HC remains indepen-
dent of the heating temperature Theat2. Furthermore, Fig. 2
reveals that for Theat2=343 K, HE in the nanostructures has
almost vanished although HE in the continuous film is still
rather large �HE,cont�60 Oe�. This indicates that thermal ac-
tivation effects at this temperature are much larger in the
nanostructures than in the continuous films. It is also note-
worthy that the loops corresponding to the nanostructures are
somewhat more slanted than those corresponding to the con-
tinuous films. This loop shearing is ascribed to shape inho-
mogeneities among the dots, which typically result in a
broadening of the switching field distribution.36 Compared to
other studies of EB in patterned elements,9,19,20 no pro-
nounced asymmetries are observed in our case.

Figure 3�a� shows the evolution of HE, estimated from the
hysteresis loops measured at room temperature, on Theat2, for
both the continuous films and the nanostructures with com-
position Ta�5 nm� /Py�12 nm� / IrMn�tIrMn� /Pt�2 nm�, with
tIrMn=5, 9, and 16 nm. As already discussed, for a given
composition the magnitude of HE, measured at room tem-
perature, progressively decreases with Theat2 and then
changes sign since locally, regions of AFM spins with TB
smaller than Theat2 progressively reverse direction during the
second field cooling procedure. It is noteworthy that, for any
given tIrMn,HE in the nanostructures tends to decrease faster
with Theat2 than HE in the continuous films, thus evidencing

that HE in the nanostructures is more subject to thermal ac-
tivation. Moreover, HE in the nanostructures is found to van-
ish at lower temperatures �THE=0� than in the continuous film.
This means that the configuration where half of the AFM
pinned uncompensated spins are oriented in one set direction
and half in the opposite �i.e., where half of the regions have
local blocking temperatures above THE=0 and half below� is
observed at lower temperatures for the nanostructures. The
heating temperature at which HE levels off after the second
field cooling in a negative field �see Fig. 3�a��, represents the
maximum local blocking temperature and is also found to be
lower in the nanostructures. Moreover, the already reported
TB reduction and/or HC enhancement in FM-AFM
nanostructures8,9,12–15,23 corroborates the idea that thermal
activation is indeed more pronounced in nanostructures than
in continuous FM-AFM bilayers. The derivatives
dHE /dTheat2, which are plotted in Fig. 3�b� are typically used
to represent the blocking temperature distribution of FM-
AFM bilayers.1 As can be seen in the figure, these TB distri-
butions are overall shifted towards lower temperature values
for the nanostructures. It can be argued that, due to their
reduced coordination numbers, AFM spins located at the
edges of the dots can be more easily dragged during the
magnetization reversal of the FM, which might account for
the weakening of the pinning strength and the enhanced ther-
mal activation in the nanostructures. This can bring about an
enhancement of HC in the nanostructures, which is also ob-
served in our case �see Fig. 2�.

Figure 3�a� shows as well that, for both continuous films
and nanostructures, thin AFM layers are more clearly af-
fected by thermal activation effects than thicker ones, since
HE decreases faster with Theat2 for thinner AFM layers. This

FIG. 3. �a� Dependence of the exchange bias field HE on the
temperature Theat2 from which the continuous film �-�-� and the
nanostructures �-�-�, with compositions Ta�5 nm� /Py�12 nm� /
IrMn�tIrMn� /Pt�2 nm�, with tIrMn=5, 9, and 16 nm, initially field
cooled in HFC=2.4 kOe from above TB, have been field cooled in
HFC=−2.4 kOe. �b� Derivative dHE /dTheat2, of the curves plotted in
�a�, which are typically representative of the blocking temperature
distributions. The lines are guides to the eye.
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is in agreement with the often reported reduction of TB for
low values of tAFM.1,14,23,27,33 This also manifests in a shift
towards higher values of the blocking temperature distribu-
tion for thicker AFM layers, as can be seen in Fig. 3�b�. It
should be noted that a coherent columnar growth of the lay-
ers could be assessed from x-ray diffraction measurements.
Namely, the vertical coherence lengths extracted from the
widths of �-2� scan peaks showed that a good structural
coherence exists within each grain throughout the AFM. As a
result, for thicker AFM, the grains are expected to maintain
the AFM order up to larger values of temperature.1 Note that
the TB distributions also seem to slightly broaden for thicker
AFM. The fact that for thicker IrMn layers thermal activation
effects may be important over a slightly broader range of
temperatures could be due to an increasing number of defects
in the AFM layer, or to a broadening in the grain size distri-
bution.

Figure 4 shows the evolution of HE, estimated from the
hysteresis loops measured at room temperature, on tIrMn for
both the continuous films and the nanostructures, after the
first field cooling process using a positive field from Theat1
=550 K �shown in Fig. 4�a�, taken from Fig. 2 of Ref. 23�
and after the subsequent field cooling under a negative field,
from Theat2=313, 333, and 353 K �shown in Figs. 4�b�–4�d�,
respectively�. After the first field cooling procedure, HE in
the continuous films decreases as tIrMn increases whereas HE
in the nanostructures seems to be rather insensitive to tIrMn.
As a result, although HE in the nanostructures is smaller than
for the continuous films for thin AFM layers, larger HE in the
dots is observed for tIrMn larger than 12 nm.23 These behav-
iors can be ascribed to the three-dimensional confinement of
AFM domains in the nanostructures. Namely, the decrease of
HE with the AFM thickness is often observed in continuous
FM-AFM systems1,23,25,28,31 and can be attributed to the in-
crease of the AFM domain size with the AFM thickness.
Such inverse proportionality relationship between HE and the
AFM thickness was already predicted by Malozemoff in his
random field model for exchange bias, in the so-called
Heisenberg regime3 and has been proved to be valid also in
the framework of the so-called domain state model.31 Ac-
cording to Malozemoff’s model, in a given interface area L2

�which would correspond to the characteristic AFM domain
size�, containing N atoms �so that N=L2 /a2, where a is the
lattice constant�, the local FM-AFM interface energy �l
= ±J /a2 �whose sign depends on the local orientation be-
tween the FM and AFM spins� averages statistically as �
=�l /N1/2 �thus being inversely proportional to L, the AFM
domain size�. For IrMn, using appropriate values of aniso-
tropy and exchange constants, the domain size can be esti-
mated to range between 160 nm for tIrMn=5 nm and 620 nm
for tIrMn=19 nm.23 Hence, although the AFM domain size
increases with tIrMn for the continuous films, resulting in a
reduction of HE, its evolution is physically limited by the
dots sizes �i.e., 90 nm� in the nanostructures, thus maintain-
ing a constant value of HE in the overall tIrMn range. As a
result of the enhanced thermal activation in thin and/or nano-
structured AFM, the reduction of HE with tIrMn is smoothed
for the continuous films as Theat2 increases,11 and, in contrast,
HE starts to increase with tIrMn for the nanostructures. It is
noteworthy that assuming that AFM spins are more easily

unpinned due to thermal activation for thinner AFM layers,
one might expect HE to increase with tIrMn in the nanostruc-
tures, even at room temperature. This is not observed prob-
ably because room temperature is still rather low compared
with the maximum blocking temperature for these composi-
tions �e.g., TB�390 K for tIrMn=5 nm in the
nanostructures23�.

As can be seen in Fig. 4 the value of tIrMn at which, for a
given Theat2, the evolutions of HE on tIrMn for the nanostruc-
tures and the continuous film intersect, tIrMn,cross increases
with Theat2. This means that for lower heating temperatures
the exchange bias in the nanostructures is found to be larger
than for the continuous films in a broader AFM thickness
range. It should be noted that, due to thermal activation, even
at heating temperatures larger than room temperature, thicker
layers are required to obtain larger HE in the nanostructures
than in continuous films.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the exchange bias field HE on the IrMn
thickness tIrMn for both continuous films �-�-� and nanostructures
�-�-� with compositions Ta�5 nm� /Py�12 nm� / IrMn�tIrMn� /
Pt�2 nm�, �a� after a first field cooling �HFC=2.4 kOe� from 550 K
and �b�–�d� after a second field cooling �HFC=−2.4 kOe� from dif-
ferent heating temperatures �Theat2=313, 333, and 353 K�. The lines
are guides to the eye. The arrows show the intersection of the evo-
lutions in the nanostructures and in the continuous film. Note that
Fig. 4�a� has been taken from Fig. 2 of Ref. 23.
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Figure 5 shows the evolution of HE on the temperature
T for low temperatures ranging from 10 to 300 K,
deduced from hysteresis loops measured by SQUID
�a typical one is shown in the inset for T=10 K�, for both
continuous film and nanostructures with composition
Ta�5 nm� /Py�12 nm� / IrMn�9 nm� /Pt�2 nm�. In contrast to
longitudinal Kerr effect measurements, SQUID magnetom-
etry measurements probe both the signal from the dots and
that from the trenches, i.e., from material deposited between
the dots. However, the two magnetic contributions are well
enough separated, hence making it possible to roughly esti-
mate the exchange bias from the nanostructures. The loop
corresponding to the patterned array �inset of Fig. 5� shows
that the ascending branches of the dots and the trenches vir-
tually match. On the contrary, the descending branch clearly
exhibits two steps. The larger step �about 3 /4 of the signal,
in agreement with the expected signals ratio� corresponds to
the signal from the trenches, and the smaller step, at higher
negative fields corresponds to the signal from the dots, which
is the signal of interest here. It is noteworthy that, at 10 K,
for tIrMn=9 nm, the hysteresis loop of the continuous film is
shifted towards lower values than the hysteresis loop of the
dots, in contrast to the behavior reported in Fig. 5, and in
Fig. 4�a� for higher temperatures.

As already discussed, the decrease of HE with T for both
the continuous film and the nanostructures shown in Fig. 5
can be ascribed to thermally induced weakening of AFM
spins pinning strength when T increases, effect which is still
visible at lower sweep field rate with comparison to the
sweep field rate used for MOKE measurements. The fact that
HE decreases faster in the nanostructures confirms that nano-
structured AFM layers are more subject to thermal activation
effects than continuous films. This is in agreement with some
results reported in the literature on low-temperature measure-
ments of FM-AFM exchange biased nanostructures, which
also show that HE decreases faster as T is increased for con-
fined AFM layers than for continuous films.11 It is remark-

able that, when thermal activation effects are minimized, the
nanostructures with thin AFM layers can exhibit larger ex-
change bias than the continuous films, as it occurs at high
temperatures for the nanostructures with thicker AFM layers
�see in Fig. 4�. This is in agreement with Malozemoff’s static
model predictions, which neglects the influence of thermal
activation and predicts larger exchange bias for smaller AFM
domain size.4

From the evolutions of HE on T and tIrMn, it is possible to
extract the conditions for which HE in the dots, HE,dots is
larger or smaller than HE in the continuous films HE,cont. This
is shown in Fig. 6. The data plotted in the figure have been
deduced from the evolutions of HE on Theat2 and tIrMn �i.e.,
Fig. 4�, from low-temperature evolutions of HE on tIrMn, and
from low-temperature evolutions of HE on T �Fig. 5�. For
instance, from Fig. 4, the value of tIrMn at which the evolu-
tions of HE on tIrMn for the nanostructures and the continuous
film cross �tIrMn,cross� for a given Theat2, shows the transition
from HE,dots�HE,cont to HE,dots�HE,cont, and is then plotted
in Fig. 6. Similarly, from Fig. 5, the value of T at which the
evolutions of HE on T for the nanostructures and the continu-
ous film intersect is also plotted in Fig. 6. This allows de-
picting a phase diagram, which summarizes the trends dis-
cussed above and can be understood with having in mind
that the AFM spin structure is more prone to thermal activa-
tion for thin AFM layers and for the nanostructures. Note
however that different field sweep rates were used for
SQUID �about 0.03 Oe s−1� and MOKE �about 1 Oe s−1�
measurements. Since thermal activation effects are more ef-
fective for the nanostructures, one would expect that HE de-
creases slightly faster with the field sweep rate for the nano-
structures with respect to the continuous film, resulting in a
slight overestimation of Tcross as determined from SQUID
measurements �see Fig. 5�, i.e., at low field sweep rate, com-
pared to that which would be measured using a higher rate,
by MOKE.

Note that the magnetostatic energy of the FM layer in
patterned EB bilayers might change the FM domain wall
density during the reversal of the FM layer thus influencing
HC and HE.19–22,40 The small size of the dots �90 nm� did not

FIG. 5. Dependence of the exchange bias field HE on the tem-
perature T for both the continuous films �-�-� and the nanostruc-
tures �-�-�, with compositions Ta�5 nm� /Py�12 nm� / IrMn�9 nm� /
Pt�2 nm�. The lines are guides to the eye. The inset shows the
corresponding hysteresis loops measured at 10 K by SQUID along
the field cooling direction, after cooling from T=550 K in the pres-
ence of a 2.4 kOe field.

FIG. 6. Phase diagram showing the temperature T and IrMn
thickness tIrMn conditions for which the exchange bias field of sub-
100 nm nanostructures �HE,dots� is either larger or smaller than that
of continuous films �HE,cont� with the same composition, at the same
temperature. Note that the �-x-� data is deduced from room tempera-
ture Kerr effect measurements after the cooling in negative field
from Theat2, whereas the �-�-� data is deduced from low-
temperature SQUID measurements. The line is a guide to the eye.
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allow us to determine by MFM the exact reversal process of
the FM. However, from the hysteresis loops, it is very likely
that the reversal occurs via coherent rotation of the FM, or
via the formation of high remanence states, but not via the
formation of vortex or pronounced low remanence
states.19–22 It has been theoretically shown that for 100 nm
lateral dot size and tPy=10 nm, in the case of high remanence
configurations, magnetostatic interactions can enhance HE by
10% for the nanostructures with respect to continuous
films.40 It is thus not to be excluded that magnetostatic inter-
actions contribute to the HE enhancement in the nanostruc-
tures. Note, however, that some AFM spins are certainly
dragged during the magnetic reversal of the FM layer. Re-
mark as well that at low temperatures �see Fig. 5�, when
thermal activation effects, which tend to reduce HE in the
nanostructures are minimized, HE in the nanostructures is
enhanced by more than 40%. It is thus very likely that other
effects such as, for example, AFM domain constraints previ-
ously discussed, contribute, to a large extent, to the enhance-
ment of HE in the nanostructures.

It is noteworthy that our results might shed light on some
of the opposite behaviors reported in the literature. For ex-
ample, Ref. 8 reports an enhancement of HE in nanostruc-
tured CoO whereas Ref. 18 shows the opposite behaviour.
Indeed, this might be ascribed to both the use of thicker CoO
layer �10 nm� and higher temperature �77 K� in Ref. 8 than
in Ref. 18 �3 nm,5 K�. Similarly, for NiO,10–12 a reduction
of HE, in the nanostructures with respect to continuous films,
is observed for thin AFM layers12 and an enhancement is
observed for thicker AFM layers.10,11 Likewise our results on
thermal activation in exchange biased nanostructures are

consistent with previous works, and might thus contribute to
better understand some of the reported temperature depen-
dant evolution of HE in nanostructures, such as, for example,
Refs. 11 and 12.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, pronounced thermal activation effects have
been observed in sub-100 nm Py/IrMn nanostructures com-
pared with continuous films with the same composition. In
addition, thinner AFM layers are found to be more prone to
thermal activation. These results are ascribed to the spatial
constraints imposed on the formation of AFM domains,
which probably result in a loosely pinned AFM spin struc-
ture. As a result of the interplay between thermal activation
effects, favoring a reduction of HE in the nanostructures, and
the AFM domain size reduction imposed by the reduced lat-
eral dimensions of the nanostructures, which favor the oppo-
site behavior, the hysteresis loop shift for the nanostructures
can be either larger or smaller than that of continuous films
with the same composition, depending on both the AFM
layer thickness and temperature conditions.
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